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Abstract: In this paper, we revisit different theoretical and conceptual issues
that have been influencing the design of educational technology artefacts. In
particular, we take into consideration recent perspectives in cognitive science
that acknowledge the important effects of external representations (ERs) in
learning and discuss the challenges regarding the applicability of these ideas
in connection to seamless-learning environments. Extending the previous work
revised here, this paper suggests that in order to further understand the nature of
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learning in these novel contexts, research needs to investigate how socioaffective factors come to the fore and influence the co-construction and use of
ERs ‘in the wild’.
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1

Introduction

The design of educational technologies has been informed by a wide range of distinct
theoretical approaches (Spikol and Milrad, 2008). Recent theories and conceptual
frameworks have been emphasising not only the important role of in situ social
interactions between the learning actors and the available environment, but also
the emergent and constructive nature of the learning. Learners are active agents of the
learning process and not passive absorbers of pre-constructed knowledge.
Chan et al. (2006) have proposed to use the term ‘seamless learning’ for activities
marked by a continuity of learning experiences across different learning contexts
supported by the new affordances provided by mobile and ubiquitous technologies.
Seamless learning implies that students can learn whenever they are curious in a variety
of situations and that they can switch from one scenario to another easily and quickly,
possibly using their personal mobile device as a mediator. These scenarios may include
learning individually, with another student, a small group or a large online community,
with possible involvement of teachers, relatives, experts and members of other supportive
communities, face-to-face or in different modes of interaction and at a distance in places
such as classroom, outdoors, parks and museums. These contexts consist of
configurations of activities, material resources and relationships that are found in
co-located physical or virtual spaces, providing novel opportunities to support learning.
Considering the wide range of possible scenarios and the corresponding facilitating
artefacts/technologies, it seems very important to clearly understand how to design these
same artefacts and technologies to support learners’ effective transitions between
scenarios (Looi et al., 2009). Keeping in mind the importance of the transitions
between scenarios and the technological means to foster meaningful integration of
learning experiences, mobile devices and applications play an important part in
seamless-learning scenarios (Looi et al., 2009). These new types of collaborative tool can
potentially emphasise the role that body and experience play in learning processes,
providing continuity between learning experiences, as well as enabling learners to make
connections between what they are observing, collecting and accessing, and thinking
about over time, place and people (Rogers and Price, 2009). Moreover, effective
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seamless-learning scenarios can facilitate the establishment of connections between
concrete and hands-on experiences, formalisms, symbolic representations and semantic
concepts across different learning situations outside and inside the classroom (Sharples
et al., 2009; Spikol and Milrad, 2008). In fact, learning has always occurred outside
classroom walls. However, mobile technologies and ubiquitous systems can provide
additional means to promote fruitful constructions of knowledge across time and space,
and foster connections between learning experiences.
From the seamless-learning perspective, learners are given the opportunity to
collaborate and interact in new ways within their peers and the physical world, as well as
the physical world can be augmented through the use of digital technologies. Learners
should be encouraged to externalise their learning experiences and increase their
awareness of the underlying connections between abstract representations and concrete
experiences. In turn, such process of externalisation should foster understanding
regarding abstract thinking, generalisation and representational use. In line with these
ideas, Looi et al. (2009) propose that seamless learning can be framed according to the
guiding principles of distributed cognition theory. By doing so, they emphasise the need
to take consideration that learning is distributed across individuals, time and space.
Cognitive processes involve an interplay between knowledge in the head and in the
world (see Salomon, 1993b) for a collection of distributed cognition perspectives applied
to learning). Salomon (1993a) and Dillenbourg et al. (1999) discuss the nature of the
distribution of cognition and learning processes, highlighting the need to understand
the interconnections between individual cognitive processes (what the solo learner
acquires/learns), group processes (what the social interactions foster) and contributions
that specific artefacts bring to the overall process. Hence understanding the dynamics of
this interplay leads to research that investigates how the design of ‘knowledge in the
world’ affects cognition – in other words, how external representations (ERs) facilitate or
hinder cognitive activities (Scaife and Rogers, 1996). From the point of view of cognitive
science, ERs can be defined as structure and knowledge in the world, like physical
symbols, objects and dimensions, external rules, constraints for action or embedded
relations in physical configurations (Zhang, 1997).
However, the design of efficient ERs for computational artefacts to support the
learning Is, by itself, a challenge (Scaife and Rogers, 1996; Tversky et al., 2002).
Furthermore, solo or collaborative-learning activities pose diverse challenges to the
design of ERs and considering that seamless learning envisions a wide palette of
scenarios, it seems very plausible to assume that some particular issues will arise.
One issue that deserves further attention concerns how the distinct socio-affective
dynamics of solo and group-learning activities might influence the design of seamlesslearning scenarios and activities. In particular, we ask ourselves to what extent distinct
socio-affective dynamics interplay with ERs. More specifically, in this paper, we take a
look at how socio-affective issues present ‘in the wild’ might have an effect on the use
and co-construction of ERs in seamless-learning scenarios. For instance, taking into
consideration the need to particularly attend to issues related to the transitions between
learning situations (across time and space), the cost and benefits of engaging in learning
collaborations, and the influence that solo and group-learning situations have in each
other, the following questions can easily come to mind:
x

To what extent do conflicts, jealousy and disliking of one another have a negative
impact on learning? Are these phenomena clearly reflected on the use and
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co-construction of ERs? How does the use of a particular type of ER in a certain
situation influence its use in another situation?
x

Is it the case that children will collaborate better using and co-constructing ERs when
they know each other better and work together over a long period of time? Or is it
possible that close-knit friendships leads to lack of critical thinking? How can ERs
encourage argumentation and critical thinking across learning scenarios?

x

Is it possible to understand which ERs work better under particular socio-affective
conditions? Can we design supportive tools that facilitate the learning with distinct
ERs in distinct socio-affective situations (or even promote transitions between more
productive socio-affective states/situations)?

x

Do the interactions within groups influence what a learner can do in a solo situation,
and if so, in what ways?

Sections 2 and 3 describe some conceptual aspects related to ERs and the possible
influence that affective and emotional factors may have in ERs use and co-construction.
Section 4 presents some challenges facing the design of computational tools to support
seamless learning, emphasising the need to acknowledge the possible effects of different
types of ERs and the rich socio-affective dynamics in which the learning activities are
embedded. Finally, in Section 5, concluding remarks are drawn and future steps are put
forward.

2

The use and co-construction of ERs

Cox (1999) suggests that the correct use of an ER is dependent on a complex interaction
between the properties of the representation, the characteristics of the task and individual
differences, such as previous knowledge and cognitive style.
Several studies focused on the role ERs (static versus interactive diagrams,
animations, virtual environments) can play in learning activities (e.g. Ainsworth et al.,
1998; Arcavi, 2003; Bodemer et al., 2004; Brna et al., 2001; Cheng, 1999; Cox, 1999;
Lowe, 2003; Otero et al., 2001; Scaife and Rogers, 1996). However, demonstrating the
effects and details of these complex interactions between ERs and learning activities is
not easy. In addition, most of the interactive learning environments usually employ more
than one type of ER, making the problem space become even more complex. Research
needs to account for how different ERs combine, looking for synergies and clearly justify
cost/benefits of using multiple ERs in learning/teaching systems (see Ainsworth, 1999;
Ainsworth and VanLabeke, 2004).
Regarding collaborative use and co-construction of ERs, Stahl (2002) argues that
understanding the nature and properties of the artefacts produced give valuable hints
concerning the knowledge the group was able to ‘acquire’ along the learning activities.
Hausmann et al. (2004) consider co-construction as a group process of knowledge
building, involving not only active elaboration by the group members, but also critical
evaluation of their contributions.
Processes of co-construction are affected by the type of artefacts and ERs that
mediate the group interactions (see Brna and Burton, 1997; Healey et al., 2002a,b;
Suthers and Hundhausen, 2002). For example, Fischer and Mandl (2005) analyse how
ERs tools influence processes of knowledge convergence in collaborative-learning
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scenarios. They stress the importance of knowledge convergence within collaborative
learning and consider two distinct aspects: process convergence and outcome
convergence. The term ‘process convergence’ relates to the fact that learners influence
each other when immersed in collaborative-learning activities: degree of
acknowledgement of each other’s contributions; sharing and discuss available resources
(or not); the building up of joint attention and common ground. Outcome convergence
concerns the possible construction of similar/common knowledge representation. Their
empirical study compared how content-specific or content-independent ERs support
tools, as well as type of collaboration (videoconferencing or face-to-face), impacted in
process and outcomes convergence. The results suggest strong convergence regarding
processes but weak on the outcomes. Furthermore, although learners using contentspecific ER were able to utilise more appropriate knowledge resources, the sharing after
collaboration was not evident. The authors also report that some evidence was found for a
relation between aspects of the collaborative process and knowledge convergence.
The point being highlighted in this section is that ERs have an impact on how people
collaborate, co-construct knowledge and organise their learning experiences. However,
the design of technological tools and digital media to support collaboration and
communication in seamless-learning environments is challenging not only because the
learners may be separated by time and space, but also because they may not be sharing
the same learning physical context and representations. Establishing common ground and
mutual understanding, two important ingredients for collaborative learning, become key
points.

3

Socio-affective and emotional factors influencing ERs co-construction
and use

Contemporary theories of cognitive development and knowledge acquisition not only
emphasise contextual–cultural processes instead of universal information-processing laws
(Rogoff, 2003), but also increasingly focus on micro-social interactive processes.
Vygotsky (1978) argued for the socio-cultural origins of cognitive development and
learning. From his perspective, children’s cognitive development is socially rooted in the
sense that it occurs first in an interpersonal context, and only later becomes integrated on
a personal psychological plane. Authors like Youniss (1982) underlined the Piagetian
notions of cognitive development facilitation associated with close and intimate
interpersonal relations. In order to conceptualise children’s learning processes in social
contexts, increasing attention is given to relational processes which are in turn greatly
dependent on socio-affective exchanges.
The term ‘socio-affective’ (or socio-emotional) refers to social determinants of
behaviour that are rooted in interpersonal emotional dynamics, such as empathy, coercion
and exchanges of positive and negative affect. In contrast, social-cognition denotes the
processing of social information by means of representations and meta-representations of
the self and other’s states of mind. In recent years, developmental research has
highlighted the centrality of emotion-cognition integration in normative development
(e.g. Sroufe, 1997). Parkinson et al. (2005) review the research themes concerning
emotional factors in social relations, demonstrating the importance and vitality of this
research field.
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Developmental processes on both the cognitive and affective domains underlie
children’s capacity for cooperation and collaboration with peers, which become manifest
in increasingly complex social behaviour strategies. The competent integration of
cognition, affect and behaviour in a social setting can be described as under the term
‘social competence’ (e.g. Rubin and Rose-Krasnor, 1992; Waters and Sroufe, 1983). The
collaborative use, mentoring and sharing of external objects in groups of children can be
seen as partially determined by the social competence of the actors, in the sense that
social competence mediates conflicts between individuals and its successful resolution.
Operational models for developmental research of social competence have defined it as a
spectrum of correlated emotional, cognitive and behavioural attributes that result in the
readiness to respond to the complex constraints and opportunities afforded by social
situations, and adequately balancing the goals of the self and others (Bost et al., 1998;
Waters and Sroufe, 1983).
Research has shown that children who are competent with peers, can form and
maintain positive associations with others, and this entails the initiation of pro-social
behaviours, such as sharing, empathy and the reciprocal expression of positive affect (e.g.
Hartup, 1983; Hinde, 1979). In addition, ER use can be seen as environmental resources
of a specific context, and hence its use can be addressed also in the perspective of
strategies for resource control and social domination in groups of children, such as
aggressive behaviour strategy (monopolising, threatening, assaulting), and pro-social
behaviour strategy (reciprocation, alliance formation, cooperation) (Hawley, 2002;
Vaughn and Santos, 2008). Furthermore, the work by Fischer and Mandl (2005) clearly
indicates that ERs play a role in terms of processes and outcomes of collaborativelearning activities.
According to Jones and Issroff (2005), research on collaborative learning and
educational technologies need to take into account the interaction between cognitive,
social and affective/emotional factors. They highlight the following issues:
x

Social affinity between partners: some studies suggest that friendship relationships
facilitate the communication processes and interaction regulation that in turn
increase motivation and collaboration.

x

Actual and perceived cognitive abilities of the partners: this factor draws the
attention to possible difficulties managing asymmetries in collaboration.

x

Distribution of control: another important issue concerns the way the different
members of a learning group are able to control their learning pace and how
available tools enable this process during collaboration.

x

Nature of the task: the nature of the task also influences the way a group ‘decides’ to
collaborate. The difficulties of being able to collaborate synchronously might lead to
losses in the activities which increase the chance of demotivation towards group
work.

x

Time: socio-affective relationships evolve in time. Thus, it is important to conduct
longitudinal studies in order to reveal how the different elements of a group are able
to appropriate the technologies at their disposal.

In summary, different types of computational artefacts and ERs can influence the
learning, not only solo learning but also collaborative-learning activities. In turn, it seems
reasonable to assume that not only collaborative learning is affected by socio-affective
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factors, but also that ERs use and co-construction should reflect a complex interaction
between group dynamics and ERs properties.

4

Some challenges for the design of seamless-learning scenarios

We assume that mobile and ubiquitous technologies seem to be particularly suited for
supporting embodied learning activities in diverse physical and social contexts and
promote seamless-learning experiences. M-learning tools will enhance learning
experiences ‘on the move’, fostering learning outside constrained environments of
classroom teaching and facilitate continuity across learning experiences and contexts
(Sharples et al., 2009). Furthermore, Rogers and Price (2009) suggest the following three
main benefits of utilising mobile tools for learning: using mobile devices ‘in the wild’ can
foster learners’ motivation and engagement; these tools might increase children’s
participation in the ongoing learning activities and develop social and cognitive
processes; mobile tools increase children’s exposure to different forms of information
flow and management. However, in their paper, Rogers and Price (2009) also highlight
three main challenges as described below:
x

x

x

Avoiding information overload:
í

When to bring the critical information to the learners’ attention?

í

How to facilitate the integration of information from multiple sources, contexts
or even dispersed in time?

í

How to encourage meaningful collection of information (grounded in the
children’s experiences) and support relevant abstractions (giving the ‘big
picture’)?

Avoiding children being distracted by the devices per se:
í

How should the learning activities be designed in order to minimise the risk of
focusing the children’s attention in the novelty of the device?

í

How to design the activity in order to take into account the children’s own pace
of reflection? The devices should not be constantly demanding attention and
distract from content.

Understand how to constrain the learning experience in order to encourage
collaboration in naturally open social contexts:
í

How to design the learning activity so that it reflects some kind of strategy for
device sharing and structuring of distinct children’s roles in order to encourage
collaboration and all socio-cognitive processes associated with it?

In Section 4.1, we describe an illustrative seamless-learning scenario that addresses some
of the issues and the challenges discussed above.

4.1 An illustrative scenario
John is a fourth year primary school student with a preference for natural
science topics. He likes to observe and collect specimens of plants and observe
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the behaviour of animals. His parents have been encouraging him to gather
information about these issues in John’s daily musings at the garden and park.
John’s teacher, Ms H., also noted his interests and is trying to show him the
importance of simples maths for the understanding of his investigations:
organizing his observations, quantifying certain parameters and creating graphs
to elucidate the different phenomena under observation. John does not have an
inclination towards mathematics.
Luke another of Ms H. pupils, on the other hand, loves maths but does not seem
very interested in the science topics. In fact, whenever the daily school topic
deviates from “something to do with numbers” Luke’s focus of attention is lost
and sometimes assumes disruptive behaviours.
In the classroom, Ms H. sometimes forms small groups of children to work in
specific projects according to the themes being covered. The current topic of
exploration concerns the understanding of the basic principles behind
photosynthesis. Her idea is to combine data collection and direct observation of
“real” experiments with the utilization of mobile devices and sensors combined
with a computer simulation tool. The “real” experiments will be conducted in
the classroom, at the local science museum and, if possible, in the children’s
homes with simple kits for growing beans. The computer simulation tool is an
online tool that allows children to set up the parameters of a greenhouse
environment and collect data regarding the growth and development of a
specific plant. Another interesting feature of this software is the possibility to
“feed” the simulation with real data. Ms H. is quite curious about the possibility
of the children setting their simulation environments as a way to test some of
the observations they are making of the experiments. Furthermore, Ms H.
wanted the children to be able to write final reports so that these could be
included in the monthly school’s activities repository, which was being shared
with other local schools.
For the setting of the different groups, Ms H. thought that Luke and John could
be complimentary partners, but unfortunately they did not tend to play together.
However, she had noticed that Sara, a quite sociable girl, might be able to
establish a link. Sara liked to write stories, to draw and to take photos.
Ms H. was quite curious about how these three children could work together
and truly collaborate. More than just allowing them to co-ordinate their own
interests she wanted the children to understand the value of their particular
skills and to be able to appreciate the importance of the different underlying
subjects: be able to experiment, observe, quantify, discuss, write and report in
an engaging manner. She knew each of them would bring things from home
and was wondering to what extent the children would be able to integrate the
different pieces of information and experiences in a school context.
Furthermore, she was aware that she needed to be attentive to the way the boys
would tend to highlight their own competences and, maybe, take control of the
tools at their disposition: the smart phone with a high definition digital camera
and some sensors to sense and record information from the science museum
installation. Ms H. wondered if the best approach could be to make Sara lead
the first activity by asking the group to write an initial report with photos about
the available resources and possible problems. This way the boys would not be
focused on their particular strengths and, probably, the writing of text would
not expose, too much, their differences.

This simple scenario tries to highlight some specific instances of the kind of problems
being addressed in this paper: use of tools and distinct ERs, children’s distinct interests
and corresponding chances for being involved in learning situations, socio-affective
issues that might influence collaboration and the teachers’ daily management of such
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factors. We believe that acknowledging the importance of socio-affective issues in this
type of learning scenarios (that we envisioned to be more and more of a seamless nature)
can lead to a decisive further understanding of how learning ‘in the wild’ occurs.
However, such a research endeavour poses challenges in terms of methodologies and
methods to capture the richness of the interactions and transactions.

5

Discussions and future steps

In addition to the challenges identified by Rogers and Price (2009) and discussed in
Section 4, we would like to stress the importance of understanding how socio-affective
processes may have an effect on collaborative-learning situations that take place in
seamless-learning scenarios. We believe that the specific nature of seamless learning
makes socio-affective processes more prominent, since different physical and social
constraints occur across distinct contexts at different times. Moreover, learners, teachers
and learning facilitators will probably have to engage in complex social interactions,
using a variety of tools/artefacts in order to find common ground and foster learning
activities. To take full advantage of the benefits of seamless learning, these aspects need
to be better understood so better supporting tools/artefacts can be devised. The
envisioned research questions we intend to initially pursue to kick-start this line of
investigation are the following:
x

How do friendship relationships affect the collaborative process, use and coconstruction of ERs? Will these possible effects have an impact on the learning?
How? What mechanisms can be implemented to facilitate the learning?

x

Is it possible that the groups’ socio-affective dynamics influences the perception of
the group members’ cognitive abilities? If yes, then it is also plausible that such
phenomena might have an effect on how the group chooses the type and explicitness
of the ERs. How can computational artefacts trace such issues and facilitate group
management?

x

Different levels of affinity might lead to distinct strategies of group co-ordination
and collaboration. To what extent is it possible to create artefacts (and corresponding
supporting ERs) that encourage participation and maintain knowledge coherence?

x

The type of ER and its corresponding levels of explicitness and ambiguity that a
group chooses for a certain problem/task might reflect the dynamics of the socioaffective factors. For example, will a group tend to ‘cover’ divergent opinions
regarding the solution to a problem by constructing less-explicit ERs?

Furthermore, we will also explore how recent pedagogical ideas, namely situated
embodiment (Barab et al., 2007) can inform the investigation of the above questions. In
fact, this particular pedagogical approach seeks to engage learners to explore and
experiment with multiple representations of the causal interactions and functional
relationships in the topics of study as a way of promoting a deeper understanding of the
domains under exploration, and to advance their interest, social engagement and
motivation to learn more about these topics in the future.
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To summarise, seamless learning takes advantage of the opportunities of mobile and
ubiquitous technologies for providing rich contextual information during the learning
experience across a variety of learning settings. As we will continue to carry out our
research and to start to conduct some initial experiments, we will gain a richer
understanding of the implications of socio-affective factors for improving the design and
implementation of seamless-learning scenarios. More broadly, we hope that further
investigations will help us to develop a richer theoretical framework for understanding
the effects of affective and emotional factors may have on ERs that emerge in these
emerging learning environments.
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